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 IN THIS TYPE OF QUESTIONS                   IN THIS TYPE OF QUESTIONS     
    
          Arrangement is in this type                          All questions are based  

   Of question all based on                              on interchanging position 
  Increasing or decreasing                              of elements. 
  Order number and alphabetical  
   Series. 
 

 INPUT:-  DEBAC                                               INPUT: - DEBAC 

 STEPI: - ADEBC                                               STEPI: - DEBCA 
 STEPII:- ABDEC                                               STEPII: - EDBCA 

 STEPIII:-ABCDE                                               STEPIII:- EDCBA 
 
  This is the last step                                         And so on..... 

                     
 

KEY FACTOR 

 It becomes very easy to solve this type of problems if you are able to 
 Understand the arrangements of the input. 

 It is important to understand above arrangement to solve the question 
of 

 Machine input. 
 Mostly it can be easily understood by last step/final output. 
 If we go directly towards the final step of an input we find that all 

numbers/ 

 Words are arranged systematically. 
 The systems can be. 

 Numbers - ascending, descending, etc. 

Words - Alphabetically, opposite alphabetically, alphabetically in 
vowels/consonants etc. 

In mixed form - if numbers and words both are given in 

Arrangement mostly words are only related to next word 

And number to number. 

  

MACHINE INPUT 
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 A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line of 

words and numbers rearranges them following a particular rule in each 

step. The following is an illustration of input and various steps of 

arrangement. (All the number are two digit numbers). 

 Input: prepare 14 21 a new method 72 38 97 for studies 68 
 Step I: for a prepare 14 21 new method 72 38 97 studies 68 
 Step II: 21 14 for a prepare new method 72 38 97 studies 68 
 Step III: new method 21 14 for a prepare 72 38 97 studies 68 
 Step IV: 68 38 new method 21 14 for a prepare 72 97 studies 
 Step V: studies prepare 68 38 new method 21 14 for a 72 97 
 Step VI: 97 72 studies prepare 68 38 new method 21 14 for a 
 And step VI is the last step of the arrangement as the desired arrangement 

is obtained. 
 As per rules followed in the above steps, find out in each of the questions 

the appropriate step for the given input. 
 Input: Developing 44 markets 38 27 economic practice required 16 83 72 

today  
Q1 .Which of following is the step V of the given input? 
 (1) today 44 required 38 practice 27 markets 16 economic 83 developing 72 
 (2) required 44 today 38 markets 27 practice 16 developing 83 economic 72 
 (3) required today 44 38 markets practice 27 16 developing economic 83 72 
 4)44 38 required today 27 16 markets practice 83 72 developing economic  
 (5)today required 44 38 practice markets 27 16 economic developing 83 72 
Q2.  In which of the following steps the elements ’72 today required 44’ are there 

in the same order? 
 (1) Step VI 
 (2) The given order of elements in not present in any step  
 (3) Step II  
 (4)Step IV 
 (5)Step I 
Q3.  What is the position of ‘markets’ from the left end in the step I? 
 (1) Third  (2) Fourth 
 (3) Eighth (4)Ninth 
 (5) Fifth 
Q4.  Which element is exactly between ’38’ and ‘required’ in the step II? 
 (1) 27  (2) There is no element 
 (3) practice (4) Economic 
 (5) 44 
Q5. Which element is fifth to the left of the element which is ninth from the left 

end in step IV? 
 (1) 16   (2) practice  
 (3) 27  (4) markets               
 (5) economic 

Explanation:  
 After careful analysis of the given input and various steps of 

rearrangement it is evident than in each step two words or numbers are 
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moved to the extreme left position. In the first step, two words which come 

first in the dictionary are moved to the left position which in the second 

step the second lowest and the lowest numbers move to the extreme left 

position. These two steps are continued alternately till all the words get 

arranged in alphabetical order but in reverse order and all the numbers get 

arranged in descending order: 

 Input: developing 44 markets 38 27 economic practice required 16 83 72 

today 

 Step I: economic developing 44 markets 38 27 practice required 16 83 72 

today 

 Step II: 27 16 economic developing 44 markets 38 practice required 83 72 

today 

 Step III: practice markets 27 16 economic developing 44 38 required 83 72 

today 

 Step IV : 44 38 practice markets 27 16 economic developing required 83 72 

today 

 Step V : today required 44 38 practice markets 27 16 economic developing 

83 72 

 Step VI : 83 72 today required 44 38 practice markets 27 16 economic 

developing? 

Q1.(5) Option (5) is the step V. 

Q2. (1)In step VI, the elements ’72 today required 44’ are in the same order. 

Q3.(2) In the first step, ‘markets’ is at the fourth position from the left end. 

Q4. (3)The word ‘practice’ is exactly between ‘38’ and ‘required’ in the second 

step. 

Q5.(4)Ninth from the left end in the step IV-> required 

 Fifth to the left of ‘required’ in the step IV->markets. 

Q6-11.A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line  of 
words and numbers arranges them following a particular rule in each step. 
The following is an illustration of input and rearrangement. 

 Input: joy far 35 27 16 96 height star 
 Step I: 96 joy far 35 27 16 height star  
 Step II:96 far joy 35 27 16 height star 
 Step III: 96 far 35 joy 27 16 height star 
 Step IV:96 far 35 height joy 27 16 star 
 Step V:96 far 35 height 27 joy 16 star 
 And Step V is the last step of the rearrangement. 
 As per the rules followed in the above steps, find out in each of the following 

questions the appropriate step for the given input. 
 Input: organize 19 12 stable room 35 72 house  
Q6. How many steps will be required to complete the arrangement? 
 (1) Five   (2) Six 
 (3) Seven  (4) Four 
 (5) None of these 
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Q7. Input:bake never store 51 26 33 age 49 
 Which of the following will be step V ? 
 (1) 51 age 49 bake 33 never 26 store  
 (2) 51 age 49 bake never store 26 33 
 (3) 51 age bake never store 26 33 49 
 (4) 51 bake never store 26 33 age 49 
 (5) there will be no such step 
Q8. Input:always go there 39 62 47 time 24 
 Which of the following steps will be the last but one? 
 (1) VI  (2) VII 
 (3) VIII  (4) IX 
 (5) None of these 
Q9. Step III of an input is : 86 box 63 18 gear card 51 new 
 How many more steps will be required to complete the arrangement? 
 (1) There   (2)Two 
 (3) Four  (4) Five 
Q10.  Step IV of an input is : 59 bend 46 card 14 27 win now 
 Which of the following will be step VII? 
 (1) 59 bend 46 card now 27 win 14 
 (2) 59 bend 46 card 27 now win 14 
 (3) 59 bend 46 card 27 now 14 win 
 (4) 59 bend 46 card 27 14 win now 
 (5) There will be no such step 

 Explanation : 
Q6 Input : Organize 19 12 stable room 35 72 house 
 Step I : 72 organize 19 12 stable room 35 house 
 Step II : 72 house organize 19 12 stable room 35  
 Step III:72 house 35 organize 19 12 stable room 
 Step IV : 72 house 35 organize 19 room 12 stable 
Q7.(1) Input :   bake never store 51 26 33 age 49 
 Step I :  51 bake never store 26 33 age 49 
 Step II : 51 age bake never store 26 33 49  
 Step III: 51 age 49 bake never store 26 33 
 Step IV :51 age 49 bake 33 never store 26 
 Step V : 51 age bake 33 never 26 store 
Q8.(5)Input :  always go there 39 62 47 time 24 
 Step I:  62 always go there 39 47 time 24 
 Step II: 62 always 47 go there 39 time 24 
 Step III :62 always 47 go 39 there 24 time 
Q9.(1)Step III: 86 box 63 18 gear card 51 new 
 Step IV : 86 box 63 card 18 gear 51 new  
 Step V : 86 box 63 card 51 18 gear new  
 Step VI : 86 box 63 card 51 gear 18 new 
Q10.(5)Step IV : 59 bend 46 card 14 27 win now 
 Step V : 59 bend 46 card 27 14 win now 
 Step VI : 59 bend 46 card 27 now 14 win 
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Q.11-1.When an input of words and numbers are given to a word and number 
arrangement machine its rearranges them following a particular rule in each 
step. The following is an illustration of an input and rearrangement given 
below. 

 Input: telecom turtle tares 225 64 toll 49 81 treason 256 
 Step I: tares telecom turtle 225 64 toll 81 treason 256 49 
 Step II: tares telecom toll turtle 225 81 treason 256 49 64 
 Step III: tares telecom toll treason turtle 225 256 49 64 81 
 Step IV: tares telecom toll treason turtle 256 49 64 81 225 
 Step V: tares telecom toll treason turtle 49 64 81 225 256 
 Step VI: 9 13 12 14 5 7 8 9 15 16  
 Step VII: 1 4 3 5 5 7 8 9 6 7 
         Step VIII: 1 3 4 5 5 6 7 7 8 9  
 Step VIII is the last step of the above input arrangement.  
 as per the rules followed in the above steps, find out in the following 

question the appropriate step for the given input. 
 Input: shadow shade 100 324 shack shabby 441 676 snake 289 Squad 841 
Q.11. Which of the following will be step V for the given above input? 
 (1) Shabby shack shade shadow 841 snake squad 100 289 324 441 676 
         (2) Shabby shack shade 676 shadow snake squad 841 100 289 324 441  
 (3) Shabby shack shade shadow snake squad 841 100 289 324 441 676 
 (4) Shabby shack shade shadow snake 676 squad 841 100 289 324 441  
 (5) None of these 
Q.12. Which of the following will be step VII for the given above input? 
 (1) 25 11 5 23 5 4 10 26 29 17 18 21  
          (2) 25 11 5 23 5 4 26 29 10 17 18 21  
 (3) 25 11 5 23 18 21 26 29 5 4 10 17  
          (4) 25 11 5 23 5 4 10 17 18 21 26 29 
 (5) None of these 
Q.13. Step III of above input is: ‘shabby shack shade shadow 441 676 snake    
       Squad 841 100 289 324’. 
 How many more steps will be required to complete the above 

rearrangement?  
 (1) Four                     (2) Five  
          (3) Six                     (4) Seven  
          (5) None of these 
Q.14. How many steps will be required to complete the above Input?  
 (1) Nine                     (2) Eight  
      (3) Seven                     (4) Six   
      (5) None of these 
Q.15. Which of the following steps will be the last but one for the above     
          Input?  
 (1) V     (2) VI    
 (3) VII                       (4) VIII   
         (5) None of these 
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Explanation:- 

INPUT:Shadow shade 100 324 shack shabby 441 676 snake 289 squad 841. 

Step I:Shabby shadow shade 324 shack 441 676 snake 289 Squad 841 100. 

Step II:-  Shabby shack shadow shade 324 441 676 snake squad 841 100 289. 

Step III:- Shabby shack shade shadow 441 676 snake squad 841 100 289 324. 

Step IV:- Shabby shack shade shadow snake 676 squad 841 100 289 324 441. 

Step V:-  Shabby shack shade shadow snake squad 841 100 289 324 441 676. 

Step VI:- Shabby shack shade shadow snake squad 100 289 324 441 676 841. 

Step VII:- 25 11 5 23 5 4 10 17 18 21 26 29. 

Step VIII:-7 2 5 5 5 4 1 8 9 3 8 2. 

Step IX: - 1 2 2 3 4 5 5 5 7 8 8 9. 

  1. (3)               2. (4)               3. (3)       4. (1)               5. (4) 

Q.16-20.When an input of words and numbers are given to a word and number 

arrangement machine its rearranges them following a particular rule in 

each step. The following is an illustration of an input and rearrangement 

given below 

 Input :  truck 73 31 high 15 cold 46 freeze snow 91 peak 52 
 Step I : 15 73 31 high cold 46 freeze show 91 peak 52 truck 
 Step II : 15 31 73 high cold 46 freeze 91 peak 52 truck snow  
 Step III : 15 31 46 73 high cold freeze 91 52 truck snow peak 
 Step IV : 15 31 46 52 73 cold freeze 91 truck snow peak high 
 Step V : 15 31 46 52 73 91 cold truck snow peak high freeze 
 Step VI : 15 31 46 52 73 91 truck snow peak high freeze cold 
 Step VI is the last step of the rearrangement of the above input. 
 As per the rules followed in the above steps, find out in each of the following 

questions the appropriate step for the given input.  
 Input - 37 cut ace 49 ice 83 best 19 sun hot 67. 
Q.16. How many steps would be needed to complete the arrangement? 
 (1) Ten  (2) Eight  (3) Seven  
 (4) Six            (5) None of these 
Q.17. Which step number would be the following output ?   
 19 37 49 67 83 ace sun ice hot cut best 
 (1) V  (2) VI  (3) IV  (4) III  
       (5) None of these 
Q.18. Which of the following would be the step III ? 
 (1) 19 37 cut ace 49 ice 83 best hot 67 sun  
 (2) 19 37 cut ace 49 83 best hot 67 sun ice 
 (3) 19 37 49 cut ace 83 best 67 sun ice hot  
 (4) 19 37 49 67 ace 83 best sun ice hot cut   
       (5) None of these 
Q.19. Which of the following would be the final arrangement? 
 (1) 19 37 49 67 83 sun ice hot cut best ace  
 (2) 19 37 49 67 83 ace sun ice hot cut best 
 (3) 19 37 49 67 ace 83 best sun ice hot cut  
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 (4) 19 37 cut ace 49 ice 83 best hot 67 sun   
       (5) None of these 
Q.20. In step IV, which of the following word/number would be on seventh position 

from the left ? 
 (1) 83   (2) best  (3) sun 
 (4) ice        (5) None of these 
Explanation:- 

 INPUT: - 37 cut ace 49 ice 83 best 19 sun hot 67. 

 Step I:-   19 37 cut ace 49 ice 83 best hot 67 sun. 

 Step II:-  19 37 49 cut ace 83 best hot 67 sun ice. 

 Step III:- 19 37 49 67 cut ace 83 best sun ice hot. 

 Step IV :-19 37 49 67 83 ace best sun ice hot cut. 

 Step V:-  19 37 49 67 83 ace sun ice hot cut best. 

 Step VI:- 19 37 49 67 83 sun ice hot cut best ace. 

 16. (4)             17. (1)             18. (5) 

 19. (1)             20. (2)    

Q.21-25. When an input of words and numbers are given to a word and number 
arrangement machine its rearranges them following a particular rule in each 
step. The following is an illustration of an input and rearrangement given 
below.  

 
 Input :  52 73 31 high 15 cold 46 freeze snow 91 peak truck 
 Step I : 15 52 73 31 high cold 46 freeze 91 peak truck snow 
 Step II : 15 91 52 73 31 high 46 freeze peak truck snow cold 
 Step III : 15 91 31 52 73 high 46 freeze peak snow cold truck 
 Step IV : 15 91 31 73 52 high 46 peak snow cold truck freeze 
 Step V : 15 91 31 73 46 52 high snow cold truck freeze peak 
 Step VI : 15 91 31 73 46 52 snow cold truck freeze peak high. 
 Step VI is the last step of the rearrangement of the above input. 
 As per the rules followed in the above steps, find out in each of the following 

questions the appropriate step for the given input.  
 
 Input – 99 given 37 each 98 67 above answer 19 their steps 76 . 
Q.21. How many steps would be needed to complete the arrangement? 
 (1) Ten  (2) Eight (3) Seven (4) Six  
           (5) None of these 
Q.22. Which step number would be the following output ?   
 19 99 37 98 67 given each 76 steps above their answer. 
 (1) V  (2) VI (3) IV (4) III  
       (5) None of these 
Q.23. Which of the following would be the final arrangement ? 
 (1) 19 99 37 98 67 76 above steps their answer given each. 
 (2) 19 99 37 98 67 76 steps above answer their given each. 
 (3) 19 99 98 37 67 76 steps above their answer given each. 
 (4) 19 99 37 98 67 76 steps above their answer given each.   
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       (5) None of these 
Q.24. Which of the following steps will be the last but one for the above     
 Input?  
 (1) V   (2) VI    
 (3) VII                        (4) VIII   
         (5) None of these 
Q.25. Which of the following will be step VII for the given above input? 
  (1) 19 99 37 98 67 given each 76 steps above their answer.  
           (2) 19 99 37 98 67 76 each steps above their answer given. 
  (3) 19 99 37 98 67 76 steps above their answer given each. 
           (4) there is no such step 
  (5) None of these 
  Explanation:- 

 Input –    99 given 37 each 98 67 above answer 19 their steps 76  

 Step I: -  19 99 given 37 each 98 67 above answer their 76 steps. 

 Step II:-  19 99 37 given each 98 67 answer their 76 steps above. 

 Step III:- 19 99 37 98 given each 67 answer 76 steps above their. 

 Step IV:- 19 99 37 98 67 given each 76 steps above their answer. 

 Step V:-  19 99 37 98 67 76 each steps above their answer given. 

 Step VI:- 19 99 37 98 67 76 steps above their answer given each. 

           21. (4)          22. (3)         23. (4)          24. (2)           25. (4)     

Q26-30 An exhibition is open for public since 9 a.m. till 3 p.m. and again since 4 
p.m. 

 Till 10 p.m. In a day, there are 12 batches of 1 hour each. The entry ticket 
bears a pass  Code made up of seven words, which changes every hour 
following a particular rule. 

 The pass codes for 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. are same as those for respective hours 
 during 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. that is the pass code for 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. is same as 

that  of 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. and so on. Following is an illustration of the code 
and steps of  

 Rearrangement for subsequent clock hours. 
 First batch: 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. (4 p.m. to 5 p.m.) 
 Pass code: dig more and you will find water 
 Second batch: 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. (5 p.m. to 6 p.m.) 
 Pass code: and dig find you water will more  
 Third batch:11 a.m. to 12 noon (6 p.m. to 7 p.m.) 
 Pass code : Find and will you more water dig and so on. 
Q26. If the pass code for the second batch is ‘do not play the near water dirty’, 

 What will be the pass code for 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. batch ? 

 (a) near dirty not the play do water  

 (b) dirty near play the not do water  

 (c) dirty near not the play do water  

 (d) near dirty not the play water do 
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 (e)None of these 

Q27.  If the pass code for third batch is ‘at study sleep and night child good’ 

which 

  batch will have the pass code ‘child sleep night and study good at’? 

 (a) Second 

 (b) Fourth 

 (C) Fifth 

(D) Sixth 

 (E) None of these 

Q28.  If the pass code for 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. batch is ‘pen with write pencil nice 

time day’, 

 What will be the pass code for 11 a.m. to 12 noon ? 

 (a) day with nice pencil write pen time 

 (b) day nice with pencil write pen time 

 (c) Nice day with pencil write pen time 

 (d) nice day pencil with write time pen 

 (e) None of these 

Q29.  If the pass for 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. is out in above over the field end’, what will  

 be the pass code for 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. ? 

 (a) the field end over out in above  

 (b) field end the over out in above  

 (C) field the end over out above in 

 (d) the field end over out above in 

 (E) None of these 

Q30  If the pass code for the batch 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. is ‘go to office in time every 

day’,  

 what will be the pass code for pass code for 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. batch ? 

 (a) to day go in every office time  

 (b) day to go in every office time  

 (c) to go day in every office time 

 (d) to go in day every office time 
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 (e) None of these. 

Explanation: 

Clearly, in every step, the words of the pervious step are written in the order- 3rd, 

1st, 6th,4 th, 7th, 5th 2nd. 

Thus we may prepare a rearrangement draft as follow : 
Batch I (9 a.m. to 10 a.m./ 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.) : A B C D E F G  
Batch II (10 a.m. to 11 a.m./ 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.) : C A F D G E B  
Batch III (11 a.m. to 12 noon/ 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.) :F C E D B G A 
Batch IV (12 noon to 1 p.m./ 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.) : E F G D A B C 
Batch V (1 p.m. to 2 p.m./ 8 p.m. to 9 p.m.) : G E B D C A F 
Batch VI (2 p.m. to 3 p.m./ 9 p.m. to 10 p.m.) : B G A D F C E  
26.(C) From the rearrangement draft above, we have : 
BATCH II : do not play the near water dirty 
                    C     A    F       D     G       E        B 
BATCH VI : B    G     A       D     F       C        E 
                    Dirty near not the play do water 
27.(c)  BATCH III : at study sleep and night child good 
                                F    C       E        D     B         G      A 
Given pass code : child sleep night and study good at  
                G         E      B       D       C       A    F 
The pattern of the given pass code resembles that of Batch V. 
28.(e):  BATCH IV : pen with write pencil nice time day  
                E       F      G       D        A      B     C 
          BATCH III : F      C     E      D      B       G       A 
           With day pen pencil time write nice 
29.(a) : BATCH II : out   in  above  over   the  field   end 
                C    A       F      D     G      E      B 
           BATCH V  : G       E         B       D        C     A        F   
                               The   field    end   over   out    in   above 
30. (a) : BATCH I : go   to   office    in  time    every    day 
                                A    B       C        D     E        F          G 
BATCH VI :  B    G     A    D      F      C     E  
                     To   day   go  in  every    office   tim 
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